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Why do I like PsycINFO?

PsycINFO provides access to scholarly articles. It has lot of filters which help us to get to the article we need.

One of reason why I was impressed by psycinfo is due to the variety of filters it has. On psycINFO we can filter according to our age, the type of document we need, language and sex. It makes stuff lot easier. We can get things as we want them to be.

How have I used psycINFO?

I was taking phycology last semester professor assigned me to read 5 scholarly articles. I was so worried in the beginning that were would I find scholarly articles than one of my friend who took that class before told me about Newman database. I see that there were millions of
articles on psychology, not only that I can advance my search get psychology articles based on the topic I like.

**How can I use psycinfo?**

Before using psycinfo I thought it would have short 50 to 60 article’s professor would have read all of it. But as soon I opened it and search for industrial and organization articles they give me thousands of articles. The articles were so rich had all the information I was looking for it has author, name, summary, when it was public and articles has statistics. I was able to see how industrial and organization help companies to do better. I can use it to motivate employees to work hard be committed to their job..